The bacterium Xylella fastidiosa causes several diseases in economically important crops. In Brazil, it affects the sweet orange, coffee and plum. In Sao Paulo, 40% of 200 million orange trees have CVC disease caused by action of Xylella fastidiosa, thus causing $100 million expense per year. This Gram-negative bacterium colonizes the xylem vessels in plants and the foregut of some insects that act as vectors of CVC infection. Xylella fastidiosa forms aggregates or bacterial film that usually block the flux of water and nutrients and silently kill the orange trees. Since its pathogenicity is related to bacterial motility, the protein PilT from the twitching motility system has been chosen as the host target. Using rational drug design, based on a detailed comprehension of the protein host structure, small molecules were designed in order to block the activity of the protein and provoke the loss of the bacterium pathogenicity. The programs Discovery Studio and Yasara were used in the drug design processes. The homology model for the Xf_PilT protein had been designed. The model has been validated through the analysis of Ramachandran graphs and the use of ProSA web-service. Energy minimization and molecular dynamics were performed in Pipeline Pilot as to optimize the constructed model. Pockets involving the target residues were identified and docking, using virtual high throughput screening (vHTPS), with commercially available compounds (Zinc database) were also performed. The selected ligands were improved in order to optimize their affinities using de novo techniques. The best pairs of the protein-ligand were ranked and selected for in vitro tests. Finally, the development of new agrochemicals might be favored by the use of the in silico discovery of the perfect site-targets in the protein and make possible to design the best set of inhibitors as chosen matched guests in any host-guest interaction pair.
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